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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the context of the European Union (EU hereafter), Member States (MS hereafter) are 

requested to provide Eurostat with sector account data on annual and quarterly basis. MS 

whose contribution to EU GDP is below 1% (hereafter “small”) have to provide less 

figures compared to MS above 1% (hereafter “big”) threshold. Therefore in such cases, 

for "small" countries only annual figures are available, but quarterly estimates are needed 

for the production of quarterly aggregates of Euro Area and EU. 

In this paper we build on the existing literature references, and look for the best practice 

for an empirical application to estimate those missing quarterly series for the “small" EU 

countries.  

 

2. METHODS 

 

Our problem can be summarized as follows. 

Target series to be published:  

Quarterly EU28 aggregate figures, for which at least three possible options are here 

considered. 

 

Series to be estimated:  

(A) Quarterly EU28 figures, assuming that missing 5 countries behave like the 

aggregate of the other 23 MS for which we have quarterly figures (call it 

"EU23"); 

(B)  Quarterly figures per each of the 5 missing countries; 

(C)  Quarterly figures for the 5 missing countries aggregated (call it “EU5”). 

 

Needed related proxies or related indicators: 

If (A) is to be estimated, we might use: 

(1) Quarterly EU23 data. 

If (B) is to be estimated, we might use: 

(1) related available quarterly figures for each missing country (e.g. gross disposable 

income). 

If (C) is to be estimated, we might use: 

(1) Quarterly EU23 data; 

(2) Seasonal component of Quarterly EU23 series; 

(3) Trend and irregular component of Quarterly EU23 series.  

 

In our exercise we are simultaneously constrained by at least two necessary conditions 

(user requirements) to be satisfied.  
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On the one hand, the respect of the temporal constraint, which can be addressed either by 

applying mathematical methods (such as the naïve method of dividing annual figures by 

4, Denton and Wei-Stram) or regression based methods (such as Chow-Lin, whose 

features are mentioned in the Eurostat Handbook on Quarterly National Accounts 2013 

edition). The regression approach of Chow-Lin exploits the statistical relationship 

between low frequency and high frequency data via a standard regression equation 

subject to temporal aggregation constraint. The key advantage of regression approaches 

compared to mathematical ones like Denton, Denton modified or Wei-Stram is the 

possibility to measure the goodness of fit. 

 

On the other hand, quarterly figures need to be benchmarked to existing annual figures 

(accounting constraint, to be ensured by the alternative available methods for such as 

Denton modified, Cholette-Dagum-Bee and Cholette multivariate).  

 

In addition to these, it is worth to be mentioned the innovative method developed by Di 

Fonzo and Marini, which takes into account both the two constraints. 

 

To develop our exercise, several software applications are available. With JDemetra+ all 

the models above can be tested, with the exception of Denton, Wei-Stram, Di Fonzo-

Marini. Di Fonzo-Marini, in addition to the models available on JDemetra+, can be tested 

on JEcotrim. JEcotrim also enable to display Denton and Fame can be useful to derive 

estimation based on Denton modified. 

 

Given the available inputs, the models and the available software described above, and 

taking into account the peculiarity of each method, approximately 20 scenarios can be 

addressed to solve our exercise. Beyond that, during production rounds, the time 

constraint plays a decisive role in order to choose between available methods and 

software. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

Our exercise (to be extended with other methods & software) provides estimates based 

on naïve (annual value divided by four), mathematical (Denton modified) and statistical 

(Chow-Lin) approaches for case (A), where quarterly EU28 figures are estimated, 

assuming that 5 missing countries behave like the aggregate of the other 23 MS for 

which we have quarterly figures.  

Mathematical and statistical approaches are displayed here using JDemetra+ software. 

 

TIME/SERIES Naïve EST Chow-Lin EST Denton EST
DIFF Chow-Lin / 

Denton

2004Q1 189608 174618 174648 -30

2004Q2 189608 186568 186572 -4

2004Q3 189608 181108 181138 -30

2004Q4 189608 216138 216073 64

2005Q1 200920 183365 183405 -40

2005Q2 200920 199268 199268 0

2005Q3 200920 192035 192064 -29

2005Q4 200920 229012 228943 69

2006Q1 213494 193096 193139 -43

2006Q2 213494 205076 205094 -18

2006Q3 213494 204970 204996 -26

2006Q4 213494 250833 250747 87

2007Q1 225149 206747 206785 -38

2007Q2 225149 217341 217358 -17

2007Q3 225149 217087 217110 -23

2007Q4 225149 259420 259342 78  
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One the one hand, it is apparent that Denton modified and Chow-Lin estimates are 

similar. On the other hand, it has to be pointed out that the regression approach allows us 

to properly test the goodness of fit of the estimates.   

   

 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Our exercise shows that with up-to-date software, different approaches are fast and easily 

replicable, and therefore useful for production purposes, in particular in Eurostat Units 

involved in production of European aggregates. 

Chow-Lin statistical model is as fast as mathematical models to be displayed but also has 

the key advantage of being a statistical method; that is, its regression analysis enable us 

to measure the goodness of fit of the estimates. 
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